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Abstract—The rationale of polarimetric optimization techniques is to enhance the phase quality of the interferograms
by combining adequately the different polarization channels
available to produce an improved one. Different approaches have
been proposed for Polarimetric Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PolPSI). They range from the simple and computationally
efficient BEST, where for each pixel the polarimetric channel
with the best response in terms of phase quality is selected, to
those with high computational burden like the Equal Scattering
Mechanism (ESM) and the Sub-Optimum Scattering Mechanism
(SOM). BEST is fast and simple but it does not fully exploit
the potentials of polarimetry. On the other side, ESM explores
all the space of solutions and finds the optimal one but with a
very high computational burden. A new PolPSI algorithm, named
CMD-PolPSI, is proposed to achieve a compromise between phase
optimization and computational cost. Its core idea is utilizing
the PolSAR coherency matrix decomposition to determine the
optimal polarization channel for each pixel. Three different
PolSAR image sets of both full- (Barcelona) and dual-polarization
(Murcia and Mexico City) have been used to evaluate the
performance of CMD-PolPSI. The results show that CMD-PolPSI
presents better optimization results than BEST method by using
either DA or temporal mean coherence as phase quality metrics.
Compared with the ESM algorithm, CMD-PolPSI is 255 times
faster but its performance is not as optimal. The influence of the
number of available polarization channels and pixel’s resolutions
on the CMD-PolPSI performance is also discussed.
Index Terms—Polarimetric Persistent Scatterer Interferometry
(PolPSI), ground deformation monitoring, interferometric phase
optimization, pixel density, Mexico City.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

ERSISTENT Scatterer Interferometry (PSI), which is
based on Differential SAR Interferometry (DInSAR), has
been proposed and developed in the last two decades [1]–
[9]. This remote sensing technique is efficient and able to retrieve ground movement with millimetric precision [10], [11],
which make it a routinely used tool for ground deformation
monitoring. To reduce the effect of the noise induced by
different decorrelation sources, PSI only exploits SAR pixels
that preserve their phase qualities along time. Therefore, pixel
selection is a mandatory step in all PSI techniques, and PSI
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techniques’ characteristics are determined to a large extend by
the kind of targets they are utilizing.
According to the types of exploring targets, classical PSI
techniques can be in general classified into two categories. The
first category exploits deterministic or permanent scatterers
(PSs), which usually correspond to man-made structures or
rocky areas. These point-like scatterers are time-invariant and
spatially concentrated, thus they are slightly impacted by
spatial or temporal decorrelation. The classical PSI technique
of this first category is the so-called PSInSAR technique,
which identifies PSs by using their dispersion of amplitude
(DA ) [1]. There are also some other phase quality metrics
for PSs’ identification, such as the TPC (temporal phase
coherence) [6], [12] and TSC (temporal sublook coherence)
[9], which define other two PSI approaches of this category.
The other category of PSI is based on the coherence
stability, which works over multilooked interferograms, and
the SBAS and CPT algorithms [3], [4], [8] are of this category.
This kind of PSI techniques are able to work on both deterministic scatterers and distributed scatterers (DSs). However,
the multilook employed in this category of PSI reduces SAR
images’ resolutions and, as a consequence, details can be lost
in heterogeneous areas.
More advanced PSI techniques, like SqueeSAR [13] and
CAESAR [14], which can jointly adaptive process both PSs
and DSs have been proposed. SqueeSAR and its variants
are based on adaptive filters, which are constructed by similarity tests between pixels, to classify and adaptive filter
PSs and DSs. CAESAR, inspired by PolSAR decomposition
techniques, tries to separate different scattering mechanisms
within one pixel by analyzing the pixel’s covariance matrix.
Thus, it has the ability to reduce decorrelation noise of DSs
and mitigate the layover effects in urban areas for PSs [14].
Mainly due to the shortage of long time-series polarimetric
SAR (PolSAR) data, PSI techniques had been traditionally
limited to a single polarimetric channel. As more SAR satellites with polarimetric capabilities have been launched, it is
feasible to extend PSI to the polarimetric case. Therefore,
the Polarimetric PSI (i.e. PolPSI) was introduced [15] and
has been developed to improve deformation detection and
characterization by increasing the density and quality of valid
pixels w.r.t. the single-polarimetric case. Starting from the
so-called BEST method [15], which selects the polarimetric
channel with the highest quality estimator among all available
channels, PolPSI techniques have been evolved to more advanced algorithms that search the optimal polarimetric channel
in more extended spaces like the Equal Scattering Mechanism
(ESM) and Sub-Optimum Scattering Mechanism (SOM) [16]–
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[21]. Moreover, besides the classical DA and coherence metrics, other phase quality estimators like the TSC [22] and TPC
[23] have also been employed in phase optimization of PolPSI
to improve its performance. Meanwhile, as PSs and DSs
appear simultaneously in real scenarios, a PolPSI technique
inspired by SqueeSAR [13] was proposed by Navarro-Sanchez
to adaptive optimize these two kinds of scatterers [24].
The above-mentioned PolPSI techniques, except the classical BEST, search for an optimal polarimetric channel in a
defined solution space for every pixel, which is very timeconsuming and may limit their applications in practice for
large scenes. For instance, ESM explores the full space of
solutions to find the optimal one. Other efficient methods [25],
[26] have been investigated to reduce the computational time
of polarimetric coherence optimization. Unfortunately, they
can hardly be applied on polarimetric optimizations based on
full-resolution quality metrics, like DA . On the other side, the
BEST method, which simply selects the best channel among
all available, is not able to fully exploit the information of
PolSAR images but its computational burden is extremely low.
In this paper, a new PolPSI approach with a good compromise between computation burden and phase optimization
performance is proposed. This approach has been named as
CMD-PolPSI and it uses the coherency matrix decomposition
to determine the optimal polarimetric channel. It does not have
to search for the solution within the full space of solutions and
the optimization, despite it is not as optimal than with ESM,
outperforms BEST. To assess the performance of the proposed
CMD-PolPSI, it has been tested with three different PolSAR
data sets. One is the quad-pol Radarsat-2 images acquired over
Barcelona (Spain), the other two are dual-pol TerraSAR-X
and Sentinel-1B data sets acquired over Murcia (Spain) and
Mexico City (Mexico), respectively. All the three test sites
are affected by subsidence phenomena. The benefits of the
proposed CMD-PolPSI regarding phase quality improvement
and pixel densities of the final deformation maps have been
evaluated and discussed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the detailed procedures of the proposed PolPSI algorithm.
In Section III, data sets of the three test sites are briefly
introduced. Then, the phase quality optimization and deformation estimation results obtained with the proposed and
traditional methods are compared in Section IV. In Section
V, some aspects influencing the performance of CMD-PolPSI
are discussed. Finally, conclusions are made in Section VI.
II. M ETHODS
A. Vector Interferometry
Polarimetric SAR interferometry (PolInSAR) is based on
two polarimetric SAR images acquired from two spatially
separated locations [20], [27]. In monostatic systems the
assumption of reciprocity can be applied and for quad-pol
SAR data sets the PolSAR scattering vector k under Pauli
basis can be obtained with
1
k = √ [Shh + Svv , Shh − Svv , 2Shv ]T
2

(1)

2

where T means the transpose, Shh and Svv stand for the
horizontal and vertical co-polar channels, respectively, and
Shv , equal to Svh in the monostatic case, is the cross-polar
channel of the scattering matrix [28]. If the data is dual-pol, (1)
is replaced by (2) if only the co-polar channels are available,
1
k = √ [Shh + Svv , Shh − Svv ]T
2

(2)

or by (3) if a co-polar xx and the cross-polar channels are
available,
k = [Sxx , 2Shv ]T .
(3)
Then the PolInSAR vector can be defined as
K = [k1 , k2 ]T

(4)

where k1 and k2 are the two scattering vectors from the master
and slave PolSAR images that form the interferogram. To
generate a single interferogram based on K, two normalized
complex projection vectors ω1 and ω2 are introduced [27],
[28]. These two vectors can be interpreted as two scattering
mechanisms (SMs), and the two PolInSAR vectors k1 and k2
can be projected onto them, respectively
µi = ωi† · ki , i = 1, 2

(5)

where † refers to the conjugate transpose, µ1 and µ2 are the
two scattering coefficients, analogous to single-polarization
SAR images [27], [28]. To avoid introducing artificial changes
in the phase centers of the scatterers in PolPSI applications,
ω1 and ω2 are forced to be identical to one optimal projection
vector ω for all the interferograms [21], [27], [29].
1) Deterministic Scatterers (PSs): For deterministic scatterers, ki in (5) corresponds to a deterministic vector [21], [24],
[28]. The expression for vector interferogram can be obtained
as [27]
Intf = µ1 · µ∗2
(6)
where ∗ is the complex conjugate. The commonly used pixel
phase quality criterion for PSs is the amplitude dispersion DA ,
which can be can be expressed as [16], [21]
v
u
N
2
1 u
1 X †
σA
t
=
|ω ki | − |ω † k|
(7)
DA =
mA
|ω † k| N i=1
with
|ω † k|

N
1 X †
=
|ω ki |
N i=1

(8)

where σA and mA are the standard deviation and mean of the
images’ amplitudes, N is the number of images and the over
line indicates the empirical mean value [16], [21].
2) Distributed Scatterers (DSs): For distributed scatterers,
(4) behaves as a random vector due to the complex stochastic
scattering process within one resolution cell [21], [24]. In this
case, the 6 × 6 (for full-pol data) or 4 × 4 (for dual-pol data)
PolInSAR coherency matrix T6 or T4 are defined as (9) to
characterize the scatterers’ behaviors


T11 Ω12
†
T6 \ T4 = E{kk } =
(9)
Ω†12 T22
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where E is the expectation operator, which is usually implemented with a spatial neighboring average [27], [28]. T11
and T22 are the individual coherency matrices and Ω12 is the
PolInSAR coherency matrix given by [27]
T11 = E{k1 k1† }

T22 = E{k2 k2† }

Ω12 = E{k1 k2† }.
(10)
Then the vector interferogram can be obtained with
Intf = E{µ1 · µ∗2 } = E{(ω † k1 )(ω † k2 )† }
= ω † E{k1 k2† }ω = ω † Ω12 ω

(11)

from which the interferometric phase can be derived as
arg(ω † Ω12 ω). The corresponding coherence γ(ω) is then
given by [27], [28]
|ω † Ω12 ω|
p
.
γ(ω) = p
ω † T11 ω ω † T22 ω

1
Nintf

Nintf

X

γ(ω)k

(13)

k=1

where Nintf is the number of interferograms.
It can be seen from (7) and (13) that the two phase quality
estimators DA and γ are both influenced by the projection
vector ω. Therefore, phase optimization in PolPSI consists in
searching for the optimal projection vector ω that minimizes
DA or maximizes γ. The simple BEST method simply selects
the polarization channel with the highest estimated phase
quality. The ESM approach explores the full space of solutions
while SOM just a subspace, both at the price of a high
computational burden. The detailed implementation of the
three methods can be found in [21].
B. Eigenvector-Based Coherency Matrix Decomposition
To reduce the effects of speckle noise, spatially or
temporally averaged coherency matrices may be used for
eigenvector-based decomposition [28]. Since spatial averaging
degrades images’ resolution, the time-series mean coherency
matrix T is used for the decomposition to preserve resolution.
This time-series mean coherency matrix T can be calculated
by
N
1 X
T =
ki · ki†
(14)
N i=1
where N is the number of acquisitions and ki the scattering
vector of the ith acquisition given by equations (1)-(3).
Once T has been obtained, for a full-resolution analysis
(for deterministic scatterers, DA based optimization), the
eigenvector-based decomposition is applied directly on T . For
distributed scatterers’ analysis (mean coherence γ based optimization), T is spatially averaged before the decomposition.
Then the temporal or temporal-spatial mean coherency matrix
T can be decomposed into
T =

q
X
i=1

λi · ui · u†i

where q is the number of polarimetric channels and λi and ui
are respectively the eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector
of T [27], [28].
When full-pol SAR data is available (q = 3), there are
three eigenvalues with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ 0, and their three
corresponding eigenvectors u1 , u2 and u3 . For the dual-pol
case (q = 2), there are two eigenvalues with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ 0, and
their associated eigenvectors u1 and u2 . These eigenvectors
are unitary complex vectors and orthogonal to each other.
Moreover, these eigenvectors represent different scattering
mechanisms (SMs) contained in the temporal or temporalspatial mean coherency matrix T . The contributions of these
different SMs are specified by their corresponding eigenvalues
(λ1 , λ2 , (λ3 )) [27], [28].

(12)

For PolPSI applications, the mean coherence γ expressed
by (13) is used as the interferometric phase quality estimation
[16], [21], [24]
γ=

3

(15)

C. Coherency Matrix Decomposition Based Polarimetric Persistent Scatterers Interferometry (CMD-PolPSI)
1) Overall Scheme of CMD-PolPSI: The principle of the
CMD-PolPSI algorithm is to use the eigenvectors of the
coherency matrix T as different projection vectors to derive
interferogram sets, three for the full-pol case and two for the
dual-pol. The BEST optimization method [15] is then applied
to both the inteferograms derived from the original images,
intf s − P ol, and those derived from the eigenvector-based
projections, intf s − SM , to select at pixel level among all
interferograms the one with the best phase quality. The scheme
of the proposed CMD-PolPSI algorithm is shown in Fig. 1, and
it consists of two steps:
a) The mean coherency matrix T is calculated using (14)
and their eigenvectors (u1 , u2 , (u3 )) determined. It has
to be noted that for the case of coherence stability γ
based optimization, a spatial multilook, identical to that
employed on interferograms generation, has to be applied on T before eigenvector-based decomposition. The
eigenvectors are used as complex projection vectors ω to
obtain interferogram sets associated with each scattering
mechanism (intf s − SM 1, intf s − SM 2, (intf s −
SM 3)). Depending on the kind of targets, equation (6),
for deterministic, or (11), for distributed, is used. These
new interferogram sets are referred as intf s − SM in
Fig. 1.
b) At pixel level, the BEST method [15] is employed to
obtain the interferogram set with the best phase quality
among the original polarimetric channels, intf s − P ol,
and the ones derived at the previous step, intf s − SM .
The final optimized interferogram set, intf s−CM D, is
then used to estimate ground deformation as classically
done with single-pol data.
The phase quality metric used depends on the kind of target
considered, the amplitude dispersion DA in the deterministic
case and the mean coherence γ more suited for the distributed
one [16], [21], [24]. Their application is detailed hereafter.
2) Amplitude Dispersion Optimization: DA is calculated
differently depending on the origin of the interferogram set.
The eigenvector-derived interferograms, intf s − SM , use (7)(8), where the projection vector ω is replaced by each of the
eigenvectors u1 , u2 , (u3 ). So, depending on the available
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Averaged 𝑇
matrix 𝑻

4

expectation and conjugate operator, respectively. The mean
coherence is then obtained as

PolSAR image
stack

Eigenvector
Decomposition

γ P ol =

Nintf

Nintf

X

γkP ol

(20)

k=1

where Nintf is the number of interferograms.
The BEST optimization method selects among all available
interferograms the one with maximum γ at pixel level. For the
full-pol case six interferogram sets are available,

𝑢1 , 𝑢2 ,(𝑢3 )
Scattering
Vector
Projection

γ max = max(γ SM1 , γ SM2 , γ SM3 , γ P ol1 , γ P ol2 , γ P ol3 ) (21)
|
{z
} |
{z
}

Intfs-Pol

Intfs-SM

1

while for the dual-pol case only four interferogram sets are
available,

BEST PolDInSAR
Optimization by
𝑷𝒐𝒍
𝑫𝑨 (𝑫𝑺𝑴
𝑨 , 𝑫𝑨 )
or

γ max = max(γ SM1 , γ SM2 , γ P ol1 , γ P ol2 ).
|
{z
} |
{z
}

𝜸 (𝜸𝑺𝑴, 𝜸𝑷𝒐𝒍 )

III. T EST S ITES AND DATA S ETS

Intfs-CMD

Fig. 1. Diagram of the proposed Coherency Matrix Decomposition based
Polarimetric Persistent Scatterers Interferometry (CMD-PolPSI) algorithm.

polarimetric channels three or two values are obtained for
SM3
SM2
SM1
).
, (DA
, DA
each pixel and intereferogram set, DA
The interferogram sets derived from the original polarimetric
channels use the classical expression for DA ,
pol
=
DA

pol
σA

mpol
A

(16)

pol
where σA
and mpol
A are the standard deviation and mean
of the amplitudes of the SAR images of the corresponding
polarization channel [1].
The BEST optimization method selects among all available
interferograms the one with the minimum DA at pixel level.
For the full-pol case six interferogram sets are available,
SM1
SM2
SM3
P ol2
P ol3
min
DA
= min(DA
, DA
, DA
, DP ol1 , DA
, DA
)
|
{z
} |A
{z
}
(17)
while for the dual-pol case four interferograms are available,
SM1
min
DA
= min(DA
, DSM2 , DP ol1 , DP ol2 ).
|
{z A } | A {z A }

(18)

3) Coherence Stability Optimization: The coherency stability optimization is identical to the one presented with amplitude dispersion. The expressions for calculating the coherence
are different depending if it is obtained from the eigenvectorderived interferograms or the original polarization channels
ones. For the former, equations (12)-(13) are used, where the
projection vector ω is replaced by u1 , u2 , (u3 ). For the latter,
the classical coherence is used,
| E[S1 · S2∗ ] |
γ P ol = p
E[| S1 |2 ] · E[| S2 |2 ]

(22)

(19)

where S1 and S2 are the complex pixels of the two SAR
images forming the interferogram, E[] and ∗ stand for the

In this paper, three orbital PolSAR data sets with different
resolutions and polarimetric channel combinations are used
to evaluate the performance of the proposed CMD-PolPSI
algorithm.
A. Full-pol RADARSAT-2 over Barcelona
The Radarsat-2 data set consists of 31 stripmap full-pol
images acquired from May 2010 to July 2012 over Barcelona.
Radarsat-2 works at C-band and has a revisit period of 24
days. The resolutions of the images are 5.1 m in azimuth and
4.7 m in slant-range. The processing has been applied over
an area, covering most of the city and the airport, of 1602 ×
4402 pixels.
B. Dual-pol TerraSAR-X over Murcia
The second data set consists of 31 dual-pol (HH and VV
polarizations) images with a temporal span from February
2009 to February 2010, of Murcia city (located in the southeast of Spain). This X-band data has a shorter revisit time
of only 11 days. The images’ resolution in azimuth and
slant-range directions are 2.44 and 0.91 m, respectively. The
processed area is 1644 × 2402 pixels covering the central and
southern parts of the city.
C. Dual-pol Sentinel-1B over Mexico City
As a huge amount of dual-pol Sentinel-1 data sets are being
freely distributed with a worldwide coverage and short revisit
time, PSI applications can be benefited of the polarimetric
optimization. Therefore, the proposed CMD-PolPSI is tested
on a dual-pol data set over Mexico City, which is one of
the most biggest cities in the world suffering from ground
deformation [30]–[32]. 30 dual-pol (VV and VH polarizations)
images are available, with a time span from May 2017 to May
2018. This C-band sensor has a revisit time of only 12 days.
The images’ resolutions in azimuth and slant-range directions
are 14.0 and 2.3 m, respectively. The processed section is
17089 × 5480 pixels covering most of the city.
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Barcelona Amplitude Dispersion Histograms

IV. R ESULTS
All processing approaches in this paper have been integrated
into SUBSIDENCE-GUI, UPC’s DInSAR processing chain
that implements the Coherent Pixels Technique (CPT) [4], [8].
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm
is evaluated in terms of phase optimization (through the two
phase quality metrics, DA and mean coherence γ) and final
PS pixels’ densities of the derived deformation maps. Its
performance has been compared with different processing
approaches: the single polarization channel (HH or VV),
the one using the first eigenvector derived interferogram set
intf s−SM 1 (referred as SM1), the BEST applied to the original polarization channels, the BEST applied to the intf s−SM
(referred as SM-BEST) and the ESM optimization method.
The comparison of the different approaches will be based on
the final number of PS after the PSI processing, not on the
original number of PS candidates provided by each method.
And some discussions are included regarding the mortality of
PS candidates through the PSI processing.
A. Amplitude Dispersion Based CMD-PolPSI Results
1) Barcelona Full-pol Radarsat-2 Results: DA is a good
estimator of phase quality for values below 0.4 [1]. The
smaller the DA , the better the phase quality. Typical thresholds
are set to 0.25 as they lead to a good compromise between
phase quality and pixels’ density.
DA histograms obtained with the different approaches are
presented in Fig. 2. It can be seen from Fig. 2(a) that all
optimization methods improve pixels’ phase qualities, w.r.t the
HH channel, for DA below 0.4. Fig. 2(b) shows a detailed
view of the histograms in the pixel selection range, this is
DA < 0.25. As expected, ESM is the technique that has
the best optimization performance. Except ESM, the proposed
CMD-PolPSI achieves the best optimization results, closely
followed by SM-BEST and SM1 in the range of pixel selection. SM1 performs a little slightly below SM-BEST, as the
two histograms (black and blue lines in Fig. 2(b)) overlap,
but much better than BEST. This implies that if there is one
dominant scattering mechanism (SM) within one pixel, which
is the case for good PSs, it can be well represented by the first
eigenvector of its full-pol coherency matrix. For lower quality
pixels out of the selection range, the first eigenvalue produces
worst results and its performance is even below the single HH
channel, as it is shown by Fig. 2(a).
Ground deformation results estimated by the BEST, CMDPolPSI and ESM approaches are shown in Fig. 3. All methods,
using a DA threshold of 0.25 (around 15◦ ), have provided
similar results in terms of location, magnitude and extend of
the different deformation bowls but with different final PS
pixel densities, as shown in Table I. Table I presents both
the initially selected pixels with the different methods and the
final number of pixels, as the PSI processing eliminates some
of the originally selected that does not survive the different
quality tests. In order to compare the final densities, the results
of the HH channel have been used as a reference. Using
only the HH channel 78,454 valid pixels have been obtained.
BEST is able to rise its number to 164,152, which implies

5

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Dispersion of amplitude (DA ) histograms using HH polarimetric
channel or the SM1, BEST, SM-BEST, ESM and the proposed CMD-PolPSI
DA optimization methods over Barcelona. (b) Detail for DA values from 0
to 0.25.

an improvement of 109%. CMD-PolPSI achieves 203,030
pixels, an improvement of 159%. Comparing both methods,
the proposed CMD-PolPSI is able to retrieve 38,878 additional
pixels w.r.t. the BEST method, which accounts for 24% more
than BEST. This better performance of CMD-PolPSI is due to
the fact that it explores the optimal SM in a more extended
space (HH, VV, HV, SM1, SM2 and SM3). As shown in Table
II, SM1 represents the 63.5% of the final PS pixels while
the other two SM have a marginal contribution. HH and VV
channels have similar weights in the obtained pixels, around
10.7%, and HV channel a 15.0%. As expected, the ESM
optimization is able to reach the highest density with 499,028
final PS pixels obtained, which represents improvements of
536% w.r.t. the HH case and 146% w.r.t the CMD-PolPSI.
2) Murcia Dual-pol TerraSAR-X Results: DA values of HH
channel and the five optimization methods over Murcia test site
are depicted in Fig. 4. Similar with that of Barcelona area,
all polarimetric optimization methods improve pixels’ phase
qualities, as it is shown in Fig. 4(a). However, the improvement
is not as significant as that of the previous full-pol case. This
illustrates the limitation of dual-pol data as the search of the
optimal channel can only be done in a subspace of that of the
full-pol case. Thus, the result is sub-optimal compared with
that of the full-pol one.
Fig. 4(b) shows the DA histograms’ details in the pixel
selection range, from 0 to 0.25. Differently from the full-pol
case, SM-BEST, which performs similarly as BEST, achieves
a better phase optimization than the SM1 method. So, the first
SM, retrieved by the decomposition of the dual-pol coherency
matrix, is not able to well represent the dominant scattering
mechanism of the pixel as it was in the full-pol case. For
the full-pol case SM1 and SM-BEST produced similar DA
histograms with high quality pixels. CMD-PolPSI produces a
higher density of pixels as it is able to combine the best results
among HH, VV and SM-BEST. Looking at the percentage of
final PS pixels obtained by CMD-PolPSI from each polarimetric channel, summarized in Table II, SM1 represents, as
in the full-pol case, the highest percentage, 38.1%, but SM2
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(a) HH (78454)

(b) BEST (164152, 109%)

(c) CMD-PolPSI (203030, 159%)

(d) Additional pixels of
(c) w.r.t. (b) (38878)

(e) ESM (499028, 536%)

(f) Additional pixels of
(e) w.r.t. (c) (295998)

cm/yr
Fig. 3. Ground deformation estimated by (a) HH, (b) BEST, (c) CMD-PolPSI and (e) ESM approaches over Barcelona. (d) the additional pixels of CMDPolPSI w.r.t. BEST, and (f) the additional pixels of ESM w.r.t. CMD-PolPSI. The number in brackets represents the final number of PS pixels for each
approach, and the improvement percentage is w.r.t. those derived by the HH approach.
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TABLE I
N UMBERS OF PS CANDIDATES AND FINAL PS S OBTAINED BY THE DIFFERENT DA BASED PSI APPROACHES OVER THE
THREE TEST SITES

Area
App.
Single-Pol
BEST
ESM
CMD-PolPSI

Barcelona

Murcia

Mexico City

78817(99.5%) / 78454(0%)
164794(99.6%) / 164152(109%)
515929(96.7%) / 499028(536%)
232083(87.5%) / 203030(159%)

162750(99.8%) / 162513(0%)
228555(99.8%) / 228211(40%)
386525(99.7%) / 385407(137%)
268130(98.1%) / 263098(62%)

241872(99.8%) / 241415(0%)
330787(99.8%) / 330263(37%)
601400(99.7%) /599394(148%)
393185(99.8%) / 392585(63%)

’App.’ is the abbreviation of ’Approach’. ”M (i%) / N (j%)” in the table represent the number of PS candidates (M) and
the final PS pixels percentage (i%), which equals to N/M , the number of final PSs (N) and its corresponding improvement
(j%) w.r.t. that of the single polarimetric approach (HH or VV). The Mexico City column gives results of the subarea
highlighted by the blue rectangle in Fig. 7(a).

TABLE II
D IFFERENT CHANNELS ’ CONTRIBUTIONS OF
FINAL PS PIXELS OBTAINED BY DA BASED
CMD-P OL PSI
Area
Ch.
HH
VV
HV/VH
SM1
SM2
SM3

Barcelona

Murcia

Mexico City

10.7%
10.7%
15.0%
63.5%
0.1%
0.0%

28.8%
22.5%
—
38.1%
10.6%
—

—
33.3%
16.9%
39.3%
10.5%
—

’Ch.’ is the abbreviation of ’Channel’, and ’—’
represents no data.

represents now the 10.6%. The original channels represent the
28.8% for HH and 22.5% for VV.
Murcia Amplitude Dispersion Histograms
(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Dispersion of amplitude (DA ) histograms using HH polarimetric
channel or the SM1, BEST, SM-BEST, ESM and the proposed CMD-PolPSI
optimization methods over Murcia. (b) Detail for DA values from 0 to 0.25.

The deformation velocity maps estimated by the different
approaches are shown by Fig. 5. As Table I shows, final
PS pixels obtained by the HH channel, BEST, CMD-PolPSI
and ESM are 162,513, 228,211 (40%), 263,098 (62%) and
385,407 (137%), respectively. In brackets it is indicated the
percentage of improvement w.r.t the HH case. The final PS
pixel density improvements are clearly less significant that
the ones obtained in the full-pol case. The influence of the
number of polarimetric channels available in the performance
of CMD-PolPSI will be further discussed in Section V.

3) Mexico City Dual-pol Sentinel-1B Results: The DA histograms derived from the VV channel and the five approaches
over Mexico City are plotted in Fig. 6, which shows very
similar trends as that of the previous dual-pol case, Fig. 4.
The proposed CMD-PolPSI algorithm is able to work with
dual-pol SAR images with lower resolution. Looking at the
percentage of final PS pixels from each polarimetric channel,
summarized in Table II, the results are very similar to the
TerraSAR-X dual-pol case. Once again, SM1 represents the
highest percentage, 39.3%, and SM2 the 10.5%. These values
are almost identical to the previous case. The original channels
represent the 33.3% for VV and 16.9% for VH. The results
is not surprising as the cross-pol channel is always weaker
than the co-polar ones and thus there are less chances to be
selected.
The deformation velocity maps estimated by the dual-pol
Sentinel-1B data from May 2017 to May 2018 are shown in
Fig. 7. The maximum subsidence velocity reaches up to around
25 cm/yr, and all methods retrieved very similar deformation
patterns regardless of their pixel densities. These results are
also consistent with the InSAR monitoring results obtained
by other authors before 2017 [30]–[32]. The location of the
subsidence bowls have not experienced significant changes
during the recent years. This rapid ground deformation, which
is mainly caused by industrial and agricultural excessive
groundwater extraction in this region [30], [33], has not slowed
down as our results indicate.
The numbers of final PS pixels achieved by HH, BEST and
CMD-PolPSI are 1,263,823, 1,689,300 (34%) and 1,989,047
(57%), respectively. The percentage of improvement in pixels
with respect HH channel of the different methods, between
brackets, is slightly lower than the one obtained with the
TerraSAR-X dual-pol data.
In order to compare their performance with the ESM and
avoid an extremely large computational time, the area highlighted by the blue rectangle of Fig. 7(a) has been processed.
Fig. 7(c) show the result for the CMD-PolPSI approach that
is able to obtain 392,585 final PS pixels, a 63% of increase
w.r.t. the VV channel. As expected, ESM produces the highest
density of pixels, a total of 599,394 that represents a 148% of
increase w.r.t. the VV channel, as it is shown in Table I.
4) PS candidates mortality through the PSI processing: Not
all initially selected pixels, the PS candidates, survive the PSI
processing. During it, different quality tests are implemented
to eliminate those pixels that does not pass a threshold
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(b) Additional pixels of CMD-PolPSI
w.r.t. BEST (34887)

(a) CMD-PolPSI (263098, 62%)

(d) Additional pixels of (c) w.r.t. (a) (122309)

(c) ESM (385407, 137%)
-2.5

0.5

Fig. 5. Murcia deformation velocity maps derived by (a) the proposed CMD-PolPSI approaches, and (c) the ESM method. (b) is the additional pixels of
CMD-PolPSI w.r.t. the BEST approach, and (d) is the additional pixels of (c) w.r.t. (a). The number in the bracket represents the number of final PS pixels
obtained by each approach, and the improvement percentage is w.r.t. those derived by the HH approach.

(like model adjustment and integration consistency). So, it
is interesting to compare the mortality of the PS candidates
through the PSI processing for all methods. From the presented
results summarized in Table I, the highest mortality is for the
full-pol data. Single-pol and BEST methods losses less than
1% of PS candidates during the PSI processing, while ESM
and CMD-PolPSI around 10% and 4%, respectively. It seems
that the optimization is able to create some solutions that are
not consistent and being just mathematical artifacts. On the
contrary, for dual-pol data rejection rates are below 2% for all
cases.

B. Coherence Stability Based CMD-PolPSI Results
1) Coherence Optimization Results: The coherence-based
phase optimization approaches requires a multilook of interferograms. The down-sampling average method has been
used, and images’ resolution has been reduced. The averaging
window sizes (azimuth × range) for Radarsat-2, TerraSARX and Sentinel-1B SAR data are 5×3, 3×6 and 3×18,
respectively. It is worth to be mentioned that the sizes of these
three averaging windows are identical to those that respectively
applied on T of the three datasets before the eigenvector-based
decomposition.
The mean coherence histograms of the single-pol data set
and the optimized ones over the three test sites are shown
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Mexico City Amplitude Dispersion Histograms
(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Dispersion of amplitude (DA ) histograms using VV polarimetric
channel or the SM1, BEST, SM-BEST, ESM and the proposed CMD-PolPSI
DA optimization methods over Mexico City. (b) Detail for DA values from
0 to 0.25.

in Fig. 8. It can be seen from them that, excluding the ESM
method, the proposed CMD-PolPSI algorithm presents the best
phase optimization effect over all the three sites. However, the
improvement, w.r.t. the single-pol channel, achieved by the
coherence stability based CMD-PolPSI is not as significant
as that of DA based CMD-PolPSI. This can also be applied
to the other optimization methods (SM1, BEST and SMBest). The main reason for this reduction is the degradation of
pixels’ resolutions due to the multilook that mixes the different
scattering mechanisms present in the averaged pixels. This
makes it harder to find a dominant scattering mechanism at
the pixel’s optimization step.
Among the scenarios, the optimization improvement of the
full-pol Radarsat-2 (Fig. 8(b)) and dual-pol TerraSAR-X (Fig.
8(d)) data sets are much better than that of the dual-pol
Sentinel-1B data set, as Fig. 8(f) shows. Two conditionings
are overlapped. Firstly, the larger the number of polarimetric
channels the better the optimization techniques perform. Fullpol data always outperforms dual-pol one as more independent
measurements are available. Secondly, the finer the resolution
the better the optimization techniques perform as the chances
of having a distinctive scattering mechanism in a pixel are
higher. This point is linked to the multilook applied to the
interferograms. This effect is clearly seen in the difference
in performance between TerraSAR-X, good resolution and
moderate multilook, and Sentinel data, worst resolution and
higher multilook.
2) Pixel Selection Results: If the phase standard deviation
(STD) threshold for pixel selection is set around 15◦ , same as
that of DA based optimization, the threshold on γ can be set
from the relationship between the estimated coherence γ and
its phase STD [34]. Due to the usual oversampling of SAR images, the number of independent pixels in multilook processing
averaged when computing the multilooked interferograms, also
known as Equivalent Number of Looks, is smaller than the
number of averaged samples. This fact has been accounted
for when determining the three thresholds [29]. Thus, the γ
thresholds for each case have been set to 0.55 (Barcelona),
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0.72 (Murcia) and 0.40 (Mexico City). The results regarding
the number of pixels selected (i.e. PS candidates) and final
PSs in each scenario, the optimization method and coherence
thresholds are summarized in Table III.
Since the multilook has reduced the number of pixels, the
performance of the coherence approach can not be directly
compared with the previous full-resolution DA case. Instead
of the number of pixels selected, the pixels’ increase w.r.t.
the single-pol approach is used. With the quad-pol data
over Barcelona, coherence threshold set as 0.55, the final
PS pixels’ improvements by the three approaches (BEST,
CMD-PolPSI and ESM) w.r.t. the single-pol approach are
33%, 40% and 58%, respectively. These improvements are
smaller than their counterparts of the DA based methods,
which were 109%, 159% and 536%, respectively. For Murcia
and Mexico City dual-pol cases, the increase in final PS
pixel densities is being further reduced. This is is mainly
due to the reduced number of polarimetric channels, pixels’
resolutions and applied multilook. With the Sentinel-1 data,
to which a higher multilook has been applied, the increase
in pixels is marginal for all optimization methods when 0.4
is set as the selection threshold. Table III also shows an
interesting point. If the selection threshold is being more
restrictive, with values tending to 1, to select only the highest
quality pixels, the improvement in final PS pixels density
thanks to the polarimetric optimization increases. The highest
quality pixels can be associated with those in which there
is a significant scatterer that can also be associated with a
distinctive and isolated scattering mechanism, which justifies
the better performance of the polarimetric optimization.
V. D ISCUSSION
A. Comparison of Dual-pol and Full-pol Data Sets Based
CMD-PolPSI
The presented results have clearly shown that full-pol data
always outperforms dual-pol one when applying polarimetric
optimization techniques. However, as the three data sets belong
to different sensors (with different wavelengths, resolutions
and polarimetric channels) and scenarios it is only possible
to extract qualitative conclusions. Thus, to better investigate
the impact of the number and type of polarimetric channels
on CMD-PolPSI’s performance over the same scenario and
sensor, the Radarsat-2 quad-pol data has been used to generate three different dual-pol data sets: HH+VV, HH+HV and
VV+HV.
After processing the four data sets, Fig. 9 represents the
histograms of the ratio between pixels detected for each dualpol case (HH+VV, HH+HV and VV+HV) divided by the ones
selected with the full-pol data (HH+VV+HV). The red line,
i.e. ratio equals to one, is plotted as a reference. As Fig. 9(a)
shows, the three dual-pol combinations present similar results
with ratios below one for DA values below 0.45, which means
there are more high quality pixels after optimization by using
the full-pol data than with any of the dual-pol ones. Fig. 9(b)
shows that among the dual-pol case the HH+VV combination
presents the best phase optimization. More concretely, if 0.25
is set as the DA threshold, the pixels selected from the fullpol, HH+VV, HH+HV and VV+HV data sets are 240,268
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(b) Additional pixels of CMD-PolPSI
w.r.t. BEST (299717)

(a) CMD-PolPSI (1989047, 57%)

(c) CMD-PolPSI of subsection
(392585, 63%)
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(d) ESM of subsection
(599394, 148%)

(e) Additional pixels of (d) w.r.t.
(c) (206809)

Fig. 7. Mexico City deformation velocity map derived by (a) CMD-PolPSI, and (b) the additional pixels of CMD-PolPSI w.r.t. the BEST approach. (c) and
(d) the results retrieved by CMD-PolPSI and ESM of the subsection, highlighted by the blue dashed rectangle in (a). (e) the additional pixels of ESM w.r.t.
CMD-PolPSI in the subsection. The number in the bracket represents the number of final PS pixels obtained by each approach. The percentage is the increase
w.r.t. the final PS pixels obtained from the VV channel.

(100%), 160,540 (66.8%), 157,675 (65.6%), 152,882 (63.6%),
respectively. In average, the final number of selected pixels
with dual-pol data is reduced around the 33% with respect
to the full-pol case. This degradation on the optimization
performance is due to the lack of cross-polar or co-polar
information in the coherency matrix, which can lead to the
failure of correctly extracting pixels’ dominant SMs [35], [36].
The ESM method presents the same behavior.
B. Comparison with the ESM Algorithm
The ESM algorithm exploits the optimal projection vector
through the full solution space, thus it presents much better
phase optimization effects than the other methods. The results
over the three test-sites have proved this point. However, the
computational burden of ESM is much higher than that of
CMD-PolPSI, which can make it extremely costly to apply for
large scenes. Particularly, for the Barcelona full-pol data set
(1602 × 4402 pixels), ESM takes 271,900 seconds (around

75.5 hours) for the DA based phase optimization and the
CMD-PolPSI just 1,068 seconds (around 0.3 hours), which is
255 times faster than ESM. For the Murcia dual-pol TerraSARX case (1644 × 2402) the processing time are 435 seconds
(around 0.12 hour) and 15,205 (around 4.2 hour) seconds
for CMD-PolPSI and ESM, respectively. For large areas,
especially for full-pol data sets, the computational burden of
ESM can limit its application. For instance, if applied on
the Mexico city data set (17089 × 5480 pixels), assuming
that optimization time for each pixel is the same as that
of Barcelona case, 1002.6 hours (around 42 days) would be
required for the polarimetric optimization step. If CMD-PolPSI
is employed, the processing time is reduced to around 4 hours.
These tests indicate that the proposed CMD-PolPSI is much
more computationally efficient than ESM but with the price of
a lower performance in terms of phase optimization. The above
experiments have been carried out on a workstation equipped
with an 8-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5620 processor (2.4 GHz)
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TABLE III
P IXELS SELECTED WITH DIFFERENT MEAN COHERENCE THRESHOLDS USING DIFFERENT PHASE OPTIMIZATION APPROACHES OVER THE THREE TEST
SITES

App.
γ
Barcelona
≥0.55
≥0.7
≥0.9
Murcia
≥0.72
≥0.8
≥0.9
Mexico City
≥0.4
≥0.7
≥0.9

Single-pol

BEST

ESM

CMD-PolPSI

92340(99.7%) / 92045(0%)
45913(99.7%) / 45784(0%)
5976(99.7%) / 5960(0%)

123342(99.6%) / 122866(33%)
73818(99.7%) / 73621(61%)
10609(99.7%) / 10581(78%)

146427(99.5%) / 145649(58%)
100678(99.7%) / 100364(119%)
18176(99.7%) / 18127(204%)

129777(99.5%) / 129208(40%)
83490(99.7%) / 83240(82%)
14259(99.7%) / 14223(139%)

51523(99.8%) / 51412(0%)
33553(99.8%) / 33489(0%)
12459(99.9%) / 12447(0%)

62067(99.8%) / 61940(20%)
41435(99.8%) / 41354(23%)
15626(99.9%) / 15608(25%)

74748(99.7%) / 74508(45%)
53716(99.7%) / 53578(60%)
23482(99.9%) / 23450(88%)

67947(99.7%) / 67754(32%)
47457(99.8%) / 47347(41%)
19841(99.9%) / 19814(59%)

116814(99.8%) / 116623(0%)
34658(99.9%) / 34612(0%)
2622(96.4%) / 2527(0%)

119507(99.8%) / 119304(2%)
38797(99.9%) / 38752(12%)
3066(96.8%) / 2967(17%)

122953(99.8%) / 122715(5%)
45310(99.9%) / 45255(31%)
3627(97.0%) / 3521(39%)

120561(99.8%) / 120355(3%)
41386(99.9%) / 41335(19%)
3320(96.9%) / 3218(27%)

’App.’ is the abbreviation of ’Approach’. ”M (i%) / N (j%)” in the table represent the number of PS candidates (M) and the percentage of final PS pixels
(i%), which equals to N/M , the final number of PSs (N) and its increase (j%) w.r.t. that of the single polarimetric approach (HH or VV). The Mexico
City column gives results of the subarea highlighted by the blue rectangle in Fig. 7(a).

and 60 GB of RAM. The implementation of the software is
in IDL.
C. Possible Variations of the Proposed CMD-PolPSI
In this paper, for the sake of simplicity and efficiency,
the eigenvector-based decomposition is used to decompose
the coherency matrix in the CMD-PolPSI algorithm. It is
worth to be noted that other PolSAR decomposition methods,
like the classical Huynen and Cloude decomposition [28] or
the advanced Yamaguchi decomposition [37]–[39], can also
be employed for the coherency matrix decomposition. By
replacing the eigenvector-based decomposition with other PolSAR decomposition methods, other variations of the proposed
CMD-PolPSI can be easily built.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a new Polarimetric Persistent Scatterers Interferometry (PolPSI) algorithm based on the coherency matrix
decomposition has been proposed. This PolPSI algorithm,
referred as CMD-PolPSI, produces optimization results better
than the simple BEST approach. On the other side, the ESM
methods outperforms CMD-PolPSI but its high computational
burden reduces its applicability to large areas. CMD-PolPSI,
thus, constitutes a good compromise between pixel density
improvement and computational burden. Two approaches have
been developed, one oriented to permanent scatters (PS) that
uses the dispersion of amplitude DA as pixel selection criteria,
and the other better for distributed scatterers (DS) based on
the mean coherence from multilooked interferograms.
Three complementary data sets in terms of polarization
(Radarsat-2 full-pol, TerraSAR-X and Sentinel-1 dual-pol),
wavelength (C and X-band) and image resolution have been
used to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm
in different conditions. In terms of interferometric phase
optimization, CMD-PolPSI presents better performance than
BEST in all three data sets and, as expected, below ESM.
The best results are always achieved with full-pol data at the
highest resolution.

With the DA approach, for full-pol data the improvement
obtained by CMD-PolPSI in final PS pixels’ density has
been 159% w.r.t. the single-pol HH processing while BEST
has been able to improve only by a 109%. The dual-pol
datasets have produced lower improvements, for TerraSARX data a 62%, compared with the 40% of BEST, and for
Sentinel-1 a 63%, while BEST has been a 37%. For all
three cases, ESM has been able to produce improvements of
536%, 137% and 148% respectively. The full-pol dataset has
been used to generate all possible dual-pol combinations in
order to evaluate, under exactly the same conditions, which
one performs better. Among them, HH+VV data is the one
that produces the highest improvement in number of selected
pixels.
The coherence approach with multilooked interferograms
has produced lower improvements and, as a general rule, the
lower the interferograms resolution (as a combination of the
original image resolution and applied multilook) the worst
the polarimetric optimization performs. Using the same phase
quality threshold as with the DA approach, the improvements
achieved by CMD-PolPSI on numbers of final PS pixels
are limited to 40%, 32% and 3% w.r.t the single-pol case
for Radarsat-2, TerraSAR-X and Sentinel-1, respectively. It
is worth to note that if the selection threshold is more
restrictive, this is higher coherence values, the improvements
increase as well. For instance, coherencies above 0.9 produce
improvements of 139%, 59% and 27% by CMD-PolPSI w.r.t.
single-pol case, respectively. In this case, with the highest
coherence thresholds, pixels with a single and significant
scattering mechanism are being selected.
Compared with the powerful ESM algorithm, the proposed
CMD-PolPSI has a lower computational burden, being around
255 times faster with full-pol data for the DA based optimization (full resolution optimization). On the other hand,
ESM presents much better optimization results as it is able
to explore the full space of polarimetric scattering mechanisms. In practice, CMD-PolPSI is able to provide a good
compromise between computational burden and pixels’ density
improvement when performing PSI processing in cases that
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(b)

(b)

(a)

Murcia Mean Coherence Histograms
(d)

(c)

Fig. 9. (a) Ratios between the dual-pol and full-pol data sets derived DA
histograms over Barcelona test site by using the CMD-PolPSI algorithm. (b)
Detail of (a) in the DA range from 0 to 0.5.

GMT software (Wessel and Smith, 1998). Optical images
provided by GoogleEarth.
R EFERENCES

Mexico City Mean Coherence Histograms
(f)

(e)

Fig. 8. Mean coherence (γ) histograms using single polarimetric channel
(HH/VV) or the SM1, BEST, SM-BEST, ESM and the proposed CMD-PolPSI
optimization methods over the three test sites ((a), (c), (e)), and corresponding
details of γ with larger values ((b), (d), (f)).

wide areas have to be processed.
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